Draco-PUC is a partial implementation of the Draco paradigm for soware development. The Draco paradigm states that it is possible to develop software based on the reuse of high level abstractions, which are described as special purpose languages. These languages are called Domain languages. Draco-PUC is a meta program generator that makes it possible the construction and usage of domain languages. In this paper, we review the basic aspects of the Draco paradigm and point out our experience in building and using Draco-PUC. We stress the problems faced with the supporting technologies and provide some reusability data for the User Interface Domain.
Introduction
Draco-PUC is a s o h a r e machine that produces software artifacts by reusing domain descriptions. Draco-PUC follows the postulates of the Draco paradigm for software development [2] [4]. Our work at PUC-Rio [3] has been centered on reengineering the Draco prototype built by Neighbors [5] and on building domains. Reengineering Draco and building domains provided us with important insights not only on the basic mechamsms needed to automate the paradigm, but also in how to populate the domain network.
The idea of domain and domain analysis has been an important theme in software reusability research [6] that is already reaching the industrial community [8] . The productivity gains for reusing high level abstractions should pay off the investment on modeling, organizing and storing these abstractions. The idea of domain is central to this strategy. Notwithstanding the fact that Domain Analysis is very hard, we should stress the di&culty of performing the translation of domains into executable code and the organization of this code for further reuse.
Few successful examples of domain analysis can be pointed out. One of them is the Genesis system 111, which provided an encapsulation of database knowledge as a collection of C components. The idea of Draco is to provide a framework such that examples as Genesis could be developed and implemented in a network of domains. The Draco-PUC machine is an assembly of technologies for supporting the construction and usage of Draco domains. Draco domains [5] can be classified in three groups: a) application domains, b) modeling domains and c) executable domains.
Application domains are domains that encapsulate knowledge not related to computer science. Modeling domains are basic models used in computer applications and developed by computer scientists, like databases, interfaces and operating systems. Executable domains are programming languages.
Domains are described as languages, so we have languages belonging to the different classes mentioned above. The domain network is a web of languages where one language has its semantics described in prior defined Draco languages. For instance, an application domain X may have its semantics described in languages C, B and D, where: C is described in Y and Z, B is described in Y and W, D is described in T, and Y and 2 are described in T, such that T and W are executable domains. Figure 1 shows that: executable domain analysts will be responsible for choosing the programming languages (in the example, T and W), modeling domain analysts will scan the literature and define a set of modeling domains (C, B, D, Y, Z), application domain analysts will elicit with clients the definition of an application domain (X), and domain -' This research is supported in part by grants *om CNPq, CAPES and Fun-0 h4LJDES designers will encapsulate the knowledge as domains, with the possibility of reusing previous domains. showed the possibility of the Draco paradigm. Our research aims to investigate the practicability of the Draco paradigm. The strategy we have been following is based on having a solid Draco like machine, Draco-PUC, and building computer science domains and using these domains to develop software. In this article we point out some of the problems we have faced in building Draco-PUC and in encapsulating modeling domains, as well as the adopted solutions.
Section 2 briefly describes the basics requirements of a Draco machine. section 3 points out the problems we have faced in putting together the Draco-PUC machine and the solutions adopted. Section 4 gives an example and provides some data on reuse metrics. We conclude stressing aspects of the Draco paradigm that needs more study.
Draco Machine
A Draco machine is a software system that supports the Draco paradigm. Neighbors The main characteristic of the Draco paradigm is the usage of languages to represent domains. As such, Draco machines must support language construction, as well as support the use of domain languages for software development. Starting from descriptions written in one domain language or in a combination of domain languages, it is possible to describe an application reusing the knowledge embedded into the domain languages.
Domain encapsulation
Domain encapsulation is performed by domain designers, who must express in a domain language the knowledge gathered by domain analysts (Figure 1) . A Domain language has its syntax expressed by a grammar and its semantics expressed by transformations and refinements. This requirement leads to Draco machines organized around parsers, unparsers, AST representations, and transformation engines.
An important aspect of the Draco paradigm is the distinction between horizontal transformations and vertical transformations.
Horizontal transformations, or simply transformations in Draco terminology, are directives designed to achieve code optimization and AST manipulation. Transformations work intra domain, and basically tries to reduce inefficiency of Draco programs.
Vertical transformations, or refinements in Draco terminology, are links that map syntactic structures of one domain into equivalent syntactic structures of other domains with well-defined semantics. Semantics are defined operationally, that is, the network of domains are anchored on executable domains. Refinements work inter domains, and are organized as components.
Software Development
Sofhvare development is accomplished by the production of an executable program, given a set of domains and the description of an application written in one language or a set of domain languages. A Draco machine semi-automatically produces an executable program. From Figure 2 , we can observe that systems analysts reuse the information produced by domain designers (Figure 1 ). The application is specified as a Draco program and then translated into an executable program. A Draco program is a description written in one or more domain languages. Figure 3 gives an overall view of the way a Draco machine works. Given a Draco program (top left), it is analyzed by a domain language parser. Other parsers may be called, by need, to produce along with the main parser, an internal form (AST), called Draco AST PAST).
A DAST will store the application system description, a Draco program, for further manipulation by the transformation engine (box). First of all, a domain is selected and the system designer focuses the attention at a specific locale of the DAST where horizontal transformations will be applied. M e r this step, refinements links are followed yielding a description in other domain language. Having more than one possible refinement for each component, the process of selecting the best alternative would require the system designer to interact intensively with the machine. To avoid such a burden, a Draco machine should have the possibility of encapsulating guidance strategies for the Refine task. This is accomplished by the use of Tactics, which control the choice and instantiation of refinements (bottom of middle box). Under the systems designer guidance, the transformation engine (box) iterates until the whole DAST represents the desired program in the target executable domain language. At this point, the DAST is unparsed (bottom right), yielding the final program code. This program is then compiled or interpreted to provide the executable product. As stated earlier, our research group is investigating the Draco paradigm practicability. As such, we need a solid Draco machine and a domain network to support the development of software.
Our work on the machine has been following a reengineering approach [3]. This reengineering exercise has been using the domain designers feedback, and this interaction has led to several architectural changes in Draco-PUC. We started at version 1.0, went to version 2.0 and are now finishing version 3.0. Considerable effort was put into Draco-PUC. We fixed several problems found in the original Draco machine and have today a more solid base for the construction and usage of domains.
Work on domain construction has been hard, mainly due to the problems faced with the earlier versions of the machine. Most of the effort has been devoted to the construction of the C executable domain. We have also worked on a small Data Base domain, which was mainly used as debbuging effort both for the C domain as for the versions of the Draco machine, and on a User Interface Domain.
During its evolution from version 1.0 to 2.0 [3], Draco-PUC has faced two classes of problems. One related to parsing technology and the other related to transformation technology.
Parsing Technology
With respect to parsing, we have decided [3] For version 1.0 we adopted workarounds for these problems. On the multiple entry point we masked the multiple entries as a single entry point with multiple exits. As such when a program fragment was to be analyzed, it was syntactically covered, making it an artificial complete program.
For the escape problem we first predefined points where it would be possible to use the domain escape and then tried to use the Bison error mechanism. The use of the Bison error mechanism brought more problems, so we dropped that path. After some thought we decided to type domain escapes, that is, instead of just naming the domain, we now require that the domain rule be also named.
For version 2.0 we decided to reengineer the Bison parser generator, in order to provide a better solution for the domain escape and multiple entry points problems. We recovered the Bison design, which is basically a set of tables that drive a generic state machine, and analyzed the state machine algorithm. For the implementation of the typed domain escape and the multiple entries we devised a new table with the following information: grammar rule number, grammar rule name and the automata state where the analysis for the grammar rule starts.
Transformation Technology
Versions 1.0 and 2.0 maintained the original transformation engine as built by Neighbors. The usage of these versions helped us to pinpoint two major problems: the incompleteness of the transformation pre-processor [7] and the lack of power in the transformation engine for handling transforms that must work globally in DASTs.
The problem related to global transforms became evident when there was a need to map different language paradigms. In developing the UID domain (user interface domain), see next subsection, we chose a declarative syntax with semantics defined by an imperative language named IF. The problems came in the manipulation of the internal form by the transformation engine; in such a way that the refinement could map the declarative language to the imperative one. That is, data that are local in the UID programs may be spread over different places in IF programs. For example, suppose we have a button that is declared as an object of a frame window. This definition appears just once in the UID program, but in the final code it will be present at least at: the places where it is declared, where it is drawn, and also where events treating that button appear.
Manipulations as the one exemplified above, need to detect local patterns and place them properly. DramPUC version 2.0 permits this spreading of information only in special cases, through the chaining of a series of transforms that must be cleverly devised. Such transforms are, in general, very inefficient. Version 3.0 will implement a Merent architecture for the transformation engine to solve the original Draco implementation problems.
Defining and Implementing a Domain Network
Our strategy for the implementation of a domain network is to concentrate on a popular executable language, and use this language as the target language for modeling domains (Figure 4) . It is important to stress that on the original Draco, we only had Lisp as the available target domain. Two major reasons made us abandon the Lisp executable domain, the lack of Lisp culture in Brazil and the dependency on a Lisp environment to run Lisp programs.
We chose C as our target language and started to write a parser for it. Although we departed from the standard ANSI BNF, we had several problems in tuning the C parser to the Draco Abstract Syntax Tree structure given the limitations of version 1.0 (multiple entry point).
We now have a C domain that is well established and the basis for the present network.
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Figure 4: Example of a Domain Network
The small Data Base domain was conceived to work as a test case for version 1.0 and the C domain. The small Data Base domain has the basic functionality of the DOS based database language Clipper and was implemented in a bottom up fashion. We first built or reused C functions to implement a Clipper like library, then we organized these functions in different levels, according to their role in the library. Each one of these levels was treated as a different domain and had its own parser. On top of those "domains" we wrote a Clipper like syntax. As such, the Draco components were mapped directly to existing C functions.
This exercise allowed us to: effectively test version 1.0 and version 2.0, debug the C domain and test a Draco domain generator tool (DDGEN).
The Draco Domain Generator (DDGEN) is a tool that given a library of C functions generates a Draco domain. The C functions are rewritten as domain components, and a domain parser is automatically produced. The generated domains all share a common imperative language syntax, which resembles C. The domains generated by DDGEN are used as intermediate domains in the construction of modeling domains.
UID is a simple user interface domain, built on top of the Xview library. It has basic concepts such as: frames, buttons, menus, text-panes and so on. UID was built on top of IF, which encapsulates Xview C functions. IF was built by DDGEN. The UID domain was used to build the interface of Draco-PUC version 2.0, and has its use exemplified in the next Section.
Using Draco-PUC
In order to provide a clear picture of Draco domain oriented reuse, we will describe a very simple example, as well as provide some numbers to give an idea of how reuse is been accomplished. We chose a domain called CRD (CaRDs) to be used as an example. CRD is used for the specification of a sequence of note cards. A card is defined by:
a NAME that uniquely identifies it, a string which provides the full pathname where the card INFO is stored, a list of other card names where additional information can be found that helps the understanding of the card. This list of card names, called HOTWORDS, establishes links from a card to others, producing a conceptual navigation, through the cards, similar to a hypertext.
Below we highlight the steps in domain construction and domain usage and conclude the Section with some reusability data.
CRD Parser
Given the overall definitions above, the domain designer specifies CRD lexical set and its syntax. The lexical set is described by regular expressions written in Lefllex. The syntax is described using Yacc like production rules. The grammar used to spec@ CRD syntax is the following: We use Draco-PUC parsing mechanism to validate the grammar. M e r the grammar passes this first stage, we need to annotate the production rules with semantic actions. These semantics actions are used to produce the Draco Abstract Syntax Tree PAST).
CRD Prettyprinter
Based on the grammar, we write prettyprinter rules describing how DAST nodes are going to be exhibited according to the CRD syntax. The prettyprinter definition is given below: 
CRD Transformations
Given a sequence of cards described in CRD we may apply the following transformation. 
Reusability Data
As said before, UID was used for building Draco-PUC version 2.0 interface. This interface is an UID program composed of five modules. In Table 1 we show the total of lines in UID and the total of lines in IF and C for each module. It is important to notice that in this case the numbers express a conservative representation of global reuse since the XView precompiled library is not being taken into account.
Another example is a CRD program consisting of 3 cards. This program will have 19 lines in CRD, 78 lines in UID and 810 lines in C.
Conclusion
We reviewed the Draco paradigm principles and the requirements for a Draco machine. We presented the problems faced in the reengineering of the original Draco machine and the improvements we implemented in Draco-PUC. The data presented also gives an idea of the reuse possibilities of such an approach. Draco-PUC version 2.0 is being replaced by version 3.0 with a complete new architecture for the transformation engine.
In order to continue investigating Draco paradigm praticability we will consolidate version 3.0 and populate the network of domains. We will continue with our idea of building domains from existing C libraries, trying to automate this task as much as possible. Auxiliary tools and an effective process for using the network are some issues that will require more work. We are also planning to work on reusability metrics associated with the Draco view of software development. Although we are far from showing the practicability of the Draco paradigm, the results, so far, are encouraging. 
